ACROSS
1. Foretold
6. Eject from the mouth
10. Pats
15. Scottish for "Lake"
16. Concept
17. Anagram of "Crisp"
18. Subtle emanation
19. Trade for money
20. Tympani
22. Capital of Western Samoa
23. A lyric poem
24. Converted grain into malt
25. Marchland
26. Fetus
27. Mountains in Europe
28. A very troublesome child
29. State of being held in esteem
30. Pastoral or bucolic
31. The process of combustion
32. Greek for "With" or "After"
33. Minute openings
34. Where the sun rises
35. Dished out
36. Not fake
37. Otherwise
38. Sleigh
39. Snares
40. French airplane
41. Play a role
42. Expand in size
43. Assemble
44. A fabric with a long coarse nap
45. Singers Campbell or Frey
46. Lack of difficulty
47. Flavorful
48. A complex of methods or rules
49. Dished out
50. Inclinations measured in degrees or radians
51. Fixed or firm
52. April and May
53. Pocketbook
54. East Asian unit of weight
55. Become limp
56. What a book is called
57. Wash out with a solvent
58. Dossiers
59. Currency in Yugoslavia
60. Muslim prayer leader
61. Anagram of "Teem"
62. Biblical garden

DOWN
1. Savor
2. A single time
3. Filth
4. Send forth
5. Distribute systematically
6. Anagram of "Deals"
7. Decant
8. Beige
9. Hex
10. Vetoed
11. Proficient
12. Negate
13. A dish of greens and tomatoes
14. A dish of greens and tomatoes
15. Anagram of "Dome"
16. Anagram of "Medal"
17. Gaelic
18. Fill with high spirits
19. Adolescent
20. Pads
21. Anagram of "Dome"
22. A very troublesome child
23. State of being held in esteem
24. Restless
25. Information
26. Where the sun rises
27. Muck
28. A very troublesome child
29. State of being held in esteem
30. Restless
31. Information
32. Where the sun rises
33. Not fake
34. Otherwise
35. Sleight
40. French airplane
45. Singers Campbell or Frey
46. Lack of difficulty
47. Flavorful
48. A complex of methods or rules
49. Dished out
50. Inclinations measured in degrees or radians
51. Fixed or firm
52. What a book is called
53. Wash out with a solvent
54. Dossiers
57. Currency in Yugoslavia
58. Repose
59. Story
60. Muslim prayer leader
61. Anagram of "Teem"
62. Biblical garden
Solution

BODED SPEW DABS
ANIME LOCH IDEA
SCRIP AURASELL
KETTLEDUMAPIA
ODE MALTED
EMBRYOIDYLL
FIRE METCHAPORES
TRAPSACTSWELL
SETUPSHAGEASE
TASTY LADLED
STEADY FEN
WILT SPRING TIME
ETUITAEL LAMED
ALTOERSE ELATE
TEEN MATS SEMEN
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